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ABSTRACT: We studied tensile behavior of low-molecular-weight (MW) polypropylene
(PP)/ethylene–propylene rubber (EPR; 70/30) blends from the viewpoint of the MWs of
PP and EPR and the compatibility between PP and EPR. The value of the melt flow rate
of PP varied from 30 to 700 g/10 min at 230°C. We studied the compatibility between PP
and EPR by varying the propylene content in EPR (27 and 68 wt %). At the initial
elongation stage, crazes were observed in all blends. When blends included EPR with
27 wt % propylene, the elongation at break of the low-MW PP improved little. The
blends with EPR and 68 wt % propylene content were elongated further beyond their
yielding points. The elongation to rupture was increased with increasing MW of EPR.
Molecular orientation of the low-MW PP was manifested by IR dichroism measure-
ments and X-ray diffraction patterns. The blends of low-MW PP and EPR could be
elongated by the partial dissolution of EPR of high-MW in the PP amorphous phase.
© 2002 John Wiley & Sons, Inc. J Appl Polym Sci 83: 46–56, 2002
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INTRODUCTION

Polypropylene (PP) is often blended with rubbers
of low modulus and low glass-transition temper-
ature (Tg) to improve its impact strength at
low temperatures.1 As the rubber component,
various ethylene-a-olefin copolymers, styrenic
elastomers, and related compounds are used.2

The rubbers usually form dispersed particles, and
the mechanical properties of the blends greatly
depend on the size of the rubber particle and the
interfacial adhesion between the components.3,4

The size of the rubber particle is usually deter-
mined by the viscosity ratio of the matrix PP and
the dispersed rubber in addition to the compati-
bility between them.5,6 In other words, physical
properties of PP/rubber blends can be widely var-
ied by the proper combination of PP and rubber.

The study of the deformation of PP/rubber
blends, especially those of PP/ethylene–propylene
rubber (EPR) blends, has focused on various char-
acteristics,1 including rubber particle size,3 crys-
tallization and deformation temperature,7 matrix
crystallinity,8 and compatibility of PP and rub-
ber.9–12 The PP samples used in these studies
had, in most cases, molecular weights (MWs)
higher than several hundreds of thousand and
were ductile without adding rubber.
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In polymer processing, such as the injection
molding of large parts such as automobile
bumpers, high fluidity of the melts is favored.
Although the fluidity of the blends can be im-
proved by a simple decrease in the MW of the
components, lowering the MW usually leads to a
decrease in toughness. Therefore, it is necessary
to know the lowest MW that is usable for the
matrix polymer.

On the deformation of PP/rubber blends, the
effect of the MW of PP has been discussed little.
Notably, the tensile deformation of low-MW PP
toughened by rubber was studied by Nomura and
colleagues only.13–15 They showed that the addi-
tion of EPR of more than 30 wt % is one of the
requirements for the manufacture of ductile low-
MW PP. However, the effect of the rubber on the
elongation and the mechanism of the deformation
have not been clarified sufficiently.

In this report, we focus our attention to the
tensile deformation of the blends of low-MW PP
and EPR. We investigated the effect of the MW of
PP and EPR and the compatibility between them
on the elongation of the blends. The MW of PP
used in this study was much lower than that of
previous works.3,7–12 We discuss the requirement
of EPR for the manufacture of ductile low-MW PP
and clarify the mechanism of elongation of the of
low-MW PP and EPR.

EXPERIMENTAL

Materials

PPs used in this study were supplied by Grand
Polymer Co., Ltd., Chiba, Japan. The melt flow

rates (MFRs) lay between 30 and 700 g/10 min at
230°C (ASTM D1238). Four kinds of EPR were
used; one had a propylene content of 26 wt %, and
the others with different MWs had a propylene
content of 68 wt %. The molecular characteristics
of PP and EPR are summarized in Tables I and II,
respectively.

The PP and EPR were blended in a twin-screw
Brabender-type plasticorder (Katotech, Kyoto,
Japan) with a blending time of 5 min at 230°C
and 60 rpm. The blend composition was PP/EPR
5 70/30(wt/wt). After blending, the materials
were remelted and pressed into sheets 1 mm and
50 mm thick at 230°C for 5 min and cooled at
30°C. The sheets were punched into dumbbell-
and rectangular-shaped bars.

Measurements

Dynamic mechanical analysis was performed
with a Rheometoric Scientific (Piscataway, NJ)
RSA-II in tension-compression mode from
2100°C to melting at a frequency of 10 Hz and a
strain of 0.05%. Temperature dependence of the
storage modulus (E9) and the loss modulus (E0) of
the blends and the component polymers was mea-
sured.

Thermal properties were studied by a differen-
tial scanning calorimeter (PerkinElmer DSC7;
Norwalk, CT); the heating and cooling rate was
10°C/min. The temperature and the heat of fusion
were calibrated by indium as a standard. Crystal-
linity was determined from the endothermic area
of the second heating run with the value of Dh0

5 209 J/g for PP.16

The stress–strain behavior of dumbbell-shaped
bars 1 mm thick was measured at 23°C at a
crosshead speed of 5 mm/min with an Orientec
(Tokyo, Japan) Tensiron UCT-5T testing ma-
chine. The strain was taken as the ratio of the
increment of the distance between clumps to the
initial one.

Table I Characteristics of PP Samples

PP

MFRa

(g/10 min
at 230°C) MW

b MW/Mn
b mmmmc

PP1 31 300,000 6.8 0.979
PP2 170 150,000 6.8 0.985
PP3 250 120,000 5.5 0.985
PP4 400 110,000 6.9 0.985
PP5 700 89,000 5.9 0.985

Mn 5 number-average molecular weight.
MW 5 weight-average molecular weight.
mmmm 5 isotactic pentad fraction of four successive meso

dyad.
a ASTM D1238.
b Determined by gel-permeation chromatography.
c Determined by 13C-NMR.

Table II Characteristics of EPR Samples

EPR

Propylene
Content
(wt %) MW MW/Mn

MFRa

(g/10 min
at 230°C)

EPR1 68 148,000 3.2 11
EPR2 68 320,000 7.0 2.4
EPR3 68 470,000 6.4 0.4
EPR4 26 200,000 3.8 3.0

a ASTM D1238.
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The rupture surfaces after the stress–strain
measurements were investigated without any
modification by means of a Laser Tech (Kana-
gawa, Japan) 1LM15 scanning laser microscope
(SLM).

Observation of the morphology before and after
deformation of PP/EPR blends was carried out by
a JEOL (Tokyo, Japan) JEM-200CX transmission
electron microscope (TEM). The crazes were ob-
served on the 50 mm thick rectangular specimens
elongated up to their yielding points. The samples
to be analyzed were stained with ruthenium tet-
roxide for 2 and 1.5 h for PP/EPR2 and PP/EPR4
blends, respectively, and sectioned with an ultra-
microtome. Ultrathin sections 100 nm thick were
observed.

The surface at several strain stages was stud-
ied with a Hitachi (Tokyo, Japan) S-2150 scan-

ning electron microscope (SEM). The 50 mm thick
rectangular specimens were elongated to the de-
sired strain, where the strain was fixed by place-
ment of the specimens between two metal plates.
The surfaces of the specimens were etched by
ultrasonic radiation in xylene at room tempera-

Figure 1 Morphologies of the blends of PP1 and EPR:
(a) PP1/EPR2 and (b) PP1/EPR4.

Figure 2 Temperature dependence of E9 and E0 for
(a) PP1 and PP1/EPR blends and (b) EPR.
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ture and coated with gold, and they were observed
with the strain fixed.

The orientation of the molecular chain by elon-
gation was evaluated from the orientation func-
tion, which was determined by the IR dichroism
measurement.17 Polarized IR spectra were mea-
sured by a PerkinElmer 1750 Fourier transform
IR spectrometer. The 50 mm thick sample elon-
gated to a specified strain state was fixed by a
sample holder. IR spectra from the center of the
elongated region were measured. When the axis
of a molecular chain makes an angle (u) to a
drawing direction and a transition dipole moment
makes an angle (b) to the molecular axis, the
orientation function (f) is given by the following
equation:

f 5
3~cos2u! 2 1

2 5
1 2 D

c~1 1 2D!
(1)

where D is the dichroic ratio, D 5 A'/A\, and

c 5
3 cos2b 2 1

2 (2)

We measured the absorbance at 998, 973, and 722
cm21, which are assigned to the crystalline PP,
amorphous PP, and ethylene sequence in EPR,
respectively.18–20

Wide angle X-ray diffraction studies were car-
ried out with a Mac Science (Kanagawa, Japan)
DIP220 X-ray diffractometor equipped with an
imaging plate. The graphite monochromatized X-
ray (40 kV, 250 mA) was transmitted perpendic-
ular to the drawing axis of the sample.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Morphology

TEM photographs of the PP1/EPR2 and PP1/
EPR4 blends are shown in Figure 1, where the

heterogeneity of the blends is displayed. EPR ap-
pears as dispersed dark particles in these images.
The size of the dispersed phase in PP1/EPR2
blend was smaller than that in PP1/EPR4. The
viscosity ratio of the components in polymer
blends is known to be an influential parameter for
determining the morphologies;5 as the viscosities
of the components approach each other, the par-
ticle size of the blend becomes smaller. According
to this criterion, because the MFR value of EPR2
was smaller than that of EPR4, the size of the
dispersed particles in PP1/EPR2 blend may have
been larger than that in PP1/EPR4. In practice,
however, the opposite tendency was observed.
Therefore, in this instance, the propylene content
in EPR determined the size of the dispersed par-
ticles of the PP/EPR blends. The other blends
were also heterogeneous like the PP1/EPR
blends.

Dynamic Mechanical Analysis

The temperature dependence of E9 and E0 of PP1/
EPR2 and PP1/EPR4 blends and their compo-
nents is shown in Figure 2. Interpretation of the
dynamic mechanical analysis of the PP/EPR
blends has been well described.12,21 The decreases
in E9 at about 240 and 10°C were attributed to
the glass transitions of EPR and PP, respectively.
The appearance of the glass transition of each
component in the blends indicates that these
blends were phase-separated systems. This corre-
sponds with Figure 1.

Figure 3 Crystallinity of (E) PP, (h) PP/EPR2, and
(‚) PP/EPR4 as a function of PP MFR.

Table III Weight Fraction of EPR in the PP
Amorphous Phase

Weight Fraction

EPR1 EPR2 EPR3 EPR4

PP1/EPR — 0.091 — 0.025
PP2/EPR 0.22 0.086 0.063 0.023
PP3/EPR — 0.084 — 0.023
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Tg of the EPR component in the PP1/EPR
blends was almost equal to that of EPR alone.
However, Tg of the PP component of the blends
near 10°C shifted to lower temperatures by a few
degrees. EPR2 could shift Tg of the PP component
to a lower value than EPR4. This lowering of Tg
arose from the partial dissolution of the EPR com-
ponents in the PP amorphous phase. From the
shift of Tg, it is possible to estimate the concen-
tration of EPR in the PP amorphous phase with
Fox’s equation:22

1
Tgb

5
w1

Tg1
1

w2

Tg2
(3)

where Tgb, Tg1, and Tg2 are Tg’s of the PP compo-
nents in PP/EPR blends, PP, and EPR, respec-
tively, and w1 and w2 are the weight fractions of
PP and EPR in the PP amorphous phase, respec-

tively. The weight fractions of EPR in the PP
amorphous phase are shown in Table III. The
quantities of the dissolved EPR in PP/EPR2
blends were larger than those in PP/EPR4. EPR2
had a higher compatibility with PP, and the par-
ticle size in PP/EPR2 blends was smaller, as
shown in Figure 1. The dissolved EPR in the
PP2/EPR blends decreased as the MW of EPR
increased.

Crystallinity

It is clear that the mechanical properties of a
crystalline polymer greatly change with its crys-
tallinity. The crystallinity of PP and PP/EPR
blends, determined from thermal analysis, is plot-
ted in Figure 3 as a function of the MFR of PP.
The crystallinity slightly increased with increas-
ing MFR of PP; PP crystallized more easily as the
MW became smaller.

Figure 4 Stress–strain curves for PP and PP/EPR blends at 23°C.
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Stress–Strain Behavior

Stress–strain curves of PP and PP/EPR2 and PP/
EPR4 blends are shown in Figure 4. The Young’s
moduli were lowered by the addition of EPR to
PP. The elongation to rupture generally increased
with increasing MW of PP and by addition of
EPR. In the case of PP2, PP3, and PP4, EPR4
increased the elongation to rupture only a little;
whereas EPR2 enabled much larger elongation
further beyond their yielding points. Thus, the
ductility of the low-MW PP was found to be
greatly changed by blending with EPR2. This
agrees well with Nomura and coworker’s data
that the elongation to rupture of a low-MW PP
with an intrinsic viscosity of 0.89 dL/g greatly
increased when blended with EPR with propylene
content of 62 wt %.13

The blends of EPR with PP5 with the lowest
MW were found to break before their yielding
points, and the mechanical properties could not
be improved by the addition of EPR.

The difference in the crystallinity of various
PP/EPR blends was only within 2% (Fig. 3), and
this was too small to induce such a large differ-
ence in the elongation. The elongation to rupture
was thus determined by the compatibility of EPR
with PP.

Figure 5 shows the elongation to rupture of the
blends of PP2 and EPR2-type rubber with varied
MWs. The elongation to rupture increased with

increasing MW of EPR. This indicates that EPR
with a higher MW is preferable for the manufac-
ture of ductile low-MW PP.

Morphology of Elongated Samples

The morphology of the samples after deformation
was observed by SLM, TEM, and SEM to examine
why the elongation at break of the PP/EPR blends
greatly changed with the propylene content of
EPR.

Figure 6 shows the SLM photographs of the
surface in the rupture area after tensile measure-
ment of PP/EPR blends. The change in the mor-
phology is displayed as functions of the MW of PP
and compatibility of EPR. The number of crazes
increased with increasing MW of PP. The PP/
EPR2 blends that were elongated beyond their
yielding points had much more abundant crazing
than the PP/EPR4 blends that broke at or just
after their yielding points. Dense crazing was
found necessary for the elongation of PP/EPR
blends beyond the yielding point.

Detailed observations in the initial stages of
elongation were also carried out with a TEM.
Figure 7 shows the TEM photographs of the PP2/
EPR2 and PP2/EPR4 blends elongated up to the
yielding points. In both samples, crazes grew by
the rubber particles perpendicular to the stretch-
ing direction. This shows that they were de-
formed, relieving the concentrated stress by craz-
ing; we could not find any shear yielding bands.
The crazes formed in the initial deformation were
quite different from each other; the small crazes
grew by the small rubber particles in the PP2/
EPR2 blend, whereas the large crazes grew by the
large rubber particles in PP2/EPR4. Donald and
Kramer23 demonstrated in high-impact polysty-
rene that the stress around a rubber particle de-
creased with the distance from the rubber parti-
cle; the stress became half at a position one-tenth
of a particle size away. That is to say, the larger
crazes grew by the larger particles because the
stress concentration zone around them was
larger.

From the SLM and TEM observations, the
elongation of the PP2/EPR2 blend was attended
with successive crazes. On the other hand, the
PP2/EPR4 blend was broken near the yielding
point because the large crazes easily grew to
cracks.

Margolina and Wu24 demonstrated that poly-
mer blends become ductile when the interparticle
distance is smaller than a threshold value. The
interparticle distance of the PP/EPR2 blend was

Figure 5 Elongation to rupture of PP2/EPR blends as
a function of the MW of EPR. Propylene content of EPR
5 68 wt %.
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smaller than that of PP/EPR4, and the elongation
to rupture was considered to be correlated with
the interparticle distance.

The morphology of the PP2/EPR2 blend after
yielding points was observed by SEM, where the
rubber particles at the surface were removed by
ultrasonic radiation in xylene. Figure 8(a) shows
the photograph immediately after the yielding
point. Crazes grew both in width and in length.
Figure 8(b,c) shows the morphology for 25 and
50% tensile elongation, where the clear fibrilar

structure developed with an increase in strain
and the undeformed regions remained at the both
ends of the fibrilar structure. As shown in a series
of SEM photographs, the elongation seemed to
occur through craze elongating; the crazes ex-
tended in length and in width, making the unde-
formed matrix form fibrilar morphology. After the
yielding point, the necking region consisted of the
fibrous regions and the undeformed regions.

The SEM photograph of PP2/EPR4 blend just
after the yielding point is shown in Figure 9.

Figure 6 SLM micrographs of PP/EPR blends of fracture surfaces: (a) PP2/EPR2, (b)
PP2/EPR4, (c) PP3/EPR2, (d) PP3/EPR4, (e) PP4/EPR2, and (f) PP4/EPR4. Scale bar
5 100 mm.
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Fibrilar morphology was not observed. Whether
fibrilar morphology was developed depended on
the propylene content of EPR in the blends. The
boundaries between the craze and undeformed
matrix of PP2/EPR4 blend clearly differed from
those of PP2/EPR2 shown in Figure 8(a); those in
the former appeared distinct, whereas those in
the latter were blurred. The difference between
the brittle and ductile materials was clearly
shown by the shape of the crazes.

IR Dichroism Measurements

A rheo-optical technique such as IR dichroism
measurement is very useful for interpretation of
the deformation process of crystalline poly-
mers.9,25–27 We evaluated the orientation of the

molecular chain in the tensile deformation pro-
cess by IR dichroism measurements. This method
is useful for the independent estimation of the

Figure 8 SEM micrographs of the elongated PP2/
EPR2 blend: (a) just after the yielding point, (b) at
tensile strain 5 25%, and (c) at tensile strain 5 50%.

Figure 7 TEM photographs of PP2/EPR blends elon-
gated near the yielding point showing crazes from the
rubber particles: (a) PP2/EPR2 and (b) PP2/EPR4.
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orientations of the PP crystal phase, PP amor-
phous phase, and rubber.

Figure 10 shows the strain dependence of the
orientation functions for the PP2/EPR2 blend
compared with its stress–strain curve. The orien-
tation functions of the PP crystal phase, PP amor-
phous phase, and rubber up to the yielding point
had a slightly negative value or zero. After the
yielding point, the orientation functions of PP
increased with an increase in strain. Such change
of the orientation function is similar to the results
of blends of high-MW PP and EPR by Onogi et
al.27 Even in the blend of low-MW PP and EPR,
the PP chains were oriented by tensile elongation

in a similar manner as in blends of high-MW PP
and EPR.

The dependence of the orientation function of
the PP amorphous phase on the MW of EPR is
shown in Figure 11. The propylene content of
EPR used was 68 wt %. The orientation function
of the PP2/EPR3 blends was largest among three
blends. This was due to the larger number of
chain entanglements in the PP amorphous phase
in which EPR of higher MW dissolves.

X-Ray Diffraction Patterns

We qualitatively examined the crystalline struc-
ture and orientation in elongating the PP2/EPR2
blend by two-dimensional X-ray diffraction pat-
terns. Figure 12 shows the X-ray patterns for 0,
25, and 50% tensile elongation. Before elongation,
the Debey–Scherrer rings, which confirmed the
unoriented structure of the a-phase, were ob-
served. When the sample was elongated, diffuse
diffraction increased on the equator and in the
diagonal direction with an increase in strain. This
was due to the orientated smectic phase, not the a
crystal.28 The diffraction pattern for 50% strain
was similar to Fig.6 in Ref. 28, which was taken
for the PP/EPR (80/20) blend whose MW of PP
was 3.07 3 105. The PP2/EPR2 blend deformed in
a similar manner as the blends of conventional
higher MW PP and EPR.

The isotropic rings were still visible in the dif-
fraction patterns after deformation. This agrees

Figure 9 SEM micrographs of the PP2/EPR 4 blend
elongated just after the yielding point.

Figure 10 Strain dependence of the orientation func-
tions for the bands at 998 cm21 (PP crystalline phase),
973 cm21 (PP amorphous phase), and 722 cm21 (EPR)
of the PP2/EPR2 blend.

Figure 11 Strain and EPR molecular-weight depen-
dence of the orientation functions for the PP amor-
phous phase (973 cm21). Propylene content of EPR
5 68 wt %.
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with the SEM photographs of the deformed sam-
ple shown in Figure 8(b,c), where we observed the
oriented and the undeformed region.

The smectic phase had the crystalline band in
the IR spectrum at 998 cm21.29 Therefore, the

orientation of the smectic phase was found to be
measured as that of the PP crystalline phase in
the IR dichroism measurements.

Requirement for Elongation of Low-MW
PP/EPR Blends

Regardless of the propylene content of EPR, the
blends of low-MW PP and EPR were elongated
with generating crazes. The size of crazes was
determined by the morphology, such as the size of
dispersed particles, of the polymer blends. There-
fore, EPR should be finely dispersed to avoid the
formation of large crazes, which easily grow to
fatal cracks.

The PP2/EPR2 and PP2/EPR3 blends could be
elongated beyond the yielding point, and the
quantity of deformation was larger than the sum
of the crazes. EPR of 68 wt % propylene content
were partially dissolved in the PP amorphous
phase, and the elongation to rupture increased
with increasing MW of EPR. Therefore, EPR dis-
solved in the PP amorphous phase plays an im-
portant role in the elongation of low-MW PP.

The MWs of EPR2 and EPR3 dissolved in the
PP amorphous phase were much higher than that
of PP2. The polymer chains of PP and EPR2 or
EPR3 in the PP amorphous phase had higher
degrees of entanglement. Consequently, the low-
MW PP could deform as if it had a higher MW. In
addition, the fibrilar morphology shown by the
SEM photographs implies that not only the PP
amorphous phase but also the PP crystalline
phase deformed. This was confirmed by X-ray dif-
fraction and IR dichroism measurements. The PP
chains in the amorphous phase including dis-
solved EPR could transmit the stress to the crys-
tal without a rupture.

Coppola et al.7 showed that the ductility of
PP/EPR blends increased with decreasing crystal-
lization temperature. They explained the differ-
ence in the ductility based on the number of tie
molecules in the samples crystallized at different
temperatures. In our system of the low-MW PP,
the entanglements of PP and dissolved EPR car-
ried load and contributed to breaking lamellae.
According to the dependence of the orientation
function of the PP amorphous phase on the MW of
EPR (Fig. 11), the number of entanglements in
the PP amorphous phase was considered to in-
crease with increasing MW of the dissolved EPR.
This would be responsible for the increase in the
elongation to rupture with increasing the MW of
EPR. The EPR dissolved in the PP amorphous
phase should have had higher MW for elongation
of the blends of low-MW PP.

Figure 12 X-ray diffraction patterns of the PP2/
EPR2 blend drawn up to 0, 25, and 50% strain.
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CONCLUSIONS

We examined the elongation of the blends of low-
MW PP and EPR and elucidated the requirement
of EPR for elongating the low-MW PP.

When EPR with a larger propylene content and
a larger compatibility with PP was added to the
low-MW PP with a MFR of 170–400 g/10 min, the
blends could be elongated over their yielding
points. The elongation occurred through craze
elongation both in length and in width, and
fibrilar morphology was formed, which indicates
that the matrix PP, not only the amorphous phase
but also the crystalline phase, deformed. The
elongation to rupture increased with increasing
the MW of EPR. EPR dissolved in the PP amor-
phous phase greatly affected the deformation of
the PP matrix. The chain entanglements between
PP and high-MW EPR in the PP amorphous
phase could transmit a load to deform PP lamel-
lae. The following necessary conditions for the
elongation of the blends of low-MW PP and EPR
were found: that EPR partially dissolved in the
PP amorphous phase and that the MW of the
dissolved EPR was higher.

The authors are particularly indebted to Professor T.
Yamamoto of Yamaguchi University for his help in the
preparation of this article. The authors also thank T.
Akagawa of Grand Polymer Co., Ltd., for kindly sup-
plying PP samples.
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